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SEMI-PRO SNOWBOARDER

SMALL FILM SHINES
A & E, page 4 — "Cradle Will

Sports, page 12 — Brian Millington
comes from a family of "ski bums" and

is now a semi-professional and

Rock," a film directed by Tim
Robbins, is one of the best-kept

sponsored snowboarder.

movie secrets in Hollywood.

rescen t
Friday. February 25, 2000

George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon

News from
the Outside

Ties cut to "Night of Broadway"
Jonathan M. Roberts

stated in article IV.
This memorandum

Editor in Chief

can be read in its entirety on

World
World
DILI, East Timor —

"Night of Broadway"
the student-led, student-pro
duced performance of the best
of Broadway will no longer be
a part of ASC as a club.

F o x m a i l i n t h e A S C f o l d e r.

Last Monday. Feb.
21,

the

ASC

Central

Committee voted on whether
or not "NOB" should retain its

On Feb. 16, the ASC

club status after an apparent

Central Committee issued a

infringement. The vote was

ing duties over to the

memorandum

"NOB"

based on three factors: the first

United

regarding the performances on
Feb 18 and 19. Dealing specif

two being the aforementioned

Australian-led troops
turned their peacekeep
Nations

on

Wednesday after a fivemonth

mission

in

which they helped
restore peace to the ter

ritory ravaged by mass
violence last year.
The 23-nation

U.N. force is being led
by Lt. Gen. Jaime de
I

OS

Santos

of

the

to

ically, with a misrepresenta
tion of where ticket money
was going.
The

sanctions and the third, the

"breach of contract" dealing
with the rental of Bauman
Auditorium.
T h e fi r s t a n d s e c o n d

memorandum

contained several articles deal

ing with the alleged errors
committed by both sides in

sanctions are the ones in ques
tion according to ASC minutes
from the Feb. 21 meeting. The

dealing with finances and
upholding the "demands of the

fi r s t s a n c t i o n w a s t h a t t h e

ASC Constitution".

write a formal apology to the

Board of Directors would

Philippines. The
United Nations hopes

m e m o r a n d u m w e r e fi v e s a n c

to prepare East Timor

tions that needed to be fol

organizations who donated
money and to the student
body. The second was a rec

lowed in order for "NOB" to

ommendation that "NOB" take

for

self

three

rule

within

years.

Also included in the

continue as a club. The memo

back the lights needed for the

Peacekeepers were

randum did not specifically

production due to cost of

deployed September 20

state that in order for NOB to

rental.

after pro-Jakarta mili
tias ravaged East Timor
after the territory voted

remain a club it must follow

The lights were
determined by the Board of
Directors to be an integral part
of the show, so they were not

August 30 to secede
from

I s s u e 7 , Vo l . C X V I

Indonesia.

every sanction. Rather, non
compliance would have result
ed in at least one of the impli
cations of the memorandum

Hundreds of people
reportedly died and
t h o u s a n d s fl e d t h e i r
homes amid the vio

continued on page 8

Plu)to by Jonmhan Morel)

Nathan Duncan and Kristina Margie perform "Music of the

Night" ia.st weekend as part of the student led "Night of
Broadway." Special section pages 6-7.

Powder puff history made at GPU

lence.

clad in yellow uniforms with

National

their names on the back, never

came close to scoring again,

E x u b e r a n t

yet were able to hold off many
close runs by the opposition.

after passing his selfdescribed "do-or-die"

"Our defense was incredible,"

test with primary wins
in

Arizona

says Sophomore Kristin

and

M e i e r.

Michigan on Tuesday,

Kclleghan cites

Sen. John McCain

numerous other instances that

urged Republican lead

factored into a rough day for
his team. "Wc dropped a cou

ers to abandon rival

George W. Bush and
join the "McCain
majority."

"Michigan
sent a powerful mes
sage across America, a

message that our party
wants real reform from
the real reformer." .said

McCain, taking a subtle

jab at his fierce rival,
the Texas governor.

the event's four-year history,
the Freshman and Sophomore

Kcllcghan, coach of the upperclassmen, "Our girls came out
a little timid" — despite sport
ing war paint and all-black

team beat the Juniors and

uniforms — "but the touch

Homecoming week: the

Seniors with a 7-0 win, scoring
a touchdown on their first pos

underclassmen came away

session.

down (by freshman Jessica
Howard) fired them up and got
them into the game."

Marisa Mcrritt
Staff Writer
A historical event

took place on the soccer field
on Saturday morning of

from the Powder Puff football

game victorious.
F o r t h e fi r s t l i m e i n

According to Jason

The underclassmen.

ple snaps, we lost a safety, we
didn't get the ball back at a
crucial point during the game
... The breaks just didn't go
our way."
The highlight of these
was a near touchdown by
Senior Olivia Fromdahl. who
ran out of bounds before

reaching the end zone.
I r o n i c a l l y. G F U
Powder Puff tradition dictates

continued on page 9
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Opinion

Writings from the other side: the unwed
Bett Heckinger
Opinion Editor
Perhaps it was my
Shakespearean fascination with
disguises or the sociological
imagination that led me
to dress like a pregnant

With apparent difficulty,
I climbed the steps into the sanc

woman. Toni, the other pregnant

tuary. Immediately, 1 was greeted
by an older woman who reached

shoulder as we prayed. After the

about five minutes, one store

Long, documented the

less to even help her —

reactions

m e .

of

these

After the service, Toni

was

prise, the majority of the

gave me her phone number and

Fortunately, my hypoth
esis was proven invalid,
but the story is worth a

congregation was sup
portive and friendly!

encouraged me to call her some

laugh.

service began, another

Before

Last Sunday, I
dressed up to look 8 1/2 months

woman

who

the
was

shopping!

a sister in Christ.

but was warmly
received. I expected
condescension

formed

her any

any day now and that I had a 2year-old staying with my brother

proven

the service started, I pulled into
t h e p a r k i n g l o t o f Ti g a r d
Foursquare. (Bless the poor peo
ple there who were subject to my
experimentation!) I justified my
deception with the presupposi
tion that they would be judgmen
tal, if not downright hostile.

wrong

at

reactions.

having children!) Near the end,
the pastor suggested we gather
around an sickly older woman in
the congregation to pray for her.
Being quite used to this
form of prayer within the church,
I rose and walked over to the

got a glare from an
older gentleman work
ing the counter. He
came over, perhaps to
confront me, but I
moved away from the
alcohol quickly.

way!"

through several different stores
and received very interesting

made me think twice about ever

Made in Oregon store
to look at wines, I sure

nothing

hypothesis was also
Wa s h i n g t o n S q u a r e
Mall. I made my way

clerk even said hello to
me. When 1 entered-the

pointless;

first child. Well, I said, I was due

ship and sermon feeling very
uncomfortable. (It definitely

Fifteen minutes before

Bauer, but no store

"It's

w o u l d fi t

I sal through the wor

ety. Boy, was I wrong!

Abercrombie & Fitch, and Eddie

instantly. She asked how far
along I was and if this was my

an eye.

ed like any other member of soci

and

N o r d s t r o m , t h e G A P,

S u r p r i s i n g l y,
the second part of my

for the afternoon. She didn't bat

would be well received and treat

I walked through

ment at the love these people had
shown me. I expected hostility,

6

maternal

proving that in a church setting,
my character. Dawn, would be
looked down upon, even
shunned. I imagined that in a sec
ular setting, like the mall. Dawn

would fit into the lovely little
camisoles and bras, because they

I look back in amaze

m o t h e r.
1 looked forward to

apparently they thought Steve

doing.

high-school-dropout, unwed

that

would fit her anyway!" Well,

were quick to assist him m his

judgement, but was
treated as their equal: as

bond

clerk whizzed past me and said to
another saleswoman, "It's point

time and let her know how 1 was

months pregnant herself came up
to me. "Oh no!" I thought she
would call my bluff and I'd be
ridiculed for attending church
with a pillow under my dress. On
the contrary, there was this

pregnant. With a decorative pil
low squashed under my nylons
and a cute jumper and jean jack
et, I looked quite the part of a

through Victoria's Secret for

a quick prayer myself, "Please
not me, Lord!!!" Fortunately,
God didn't "lead" her to pray for

churchgoers. To my sur

success.

quite different! After I walked

"Could we also pray for..." 1 said

case, my "experiment"
a

er, the reactions I received were

prayer, she said to the pastor,

My partner in
this experiment, Steve

woman. Whatever the

At other stores, howev

woman, laid her hand on my

out her hand and welcomed me.

mother

The store clerks of Baby
GAP and Gymboree welcomed
me into their stores, no doubt

hoping I would purchase the high
priced miniature outfits. How
friendly would they have been
had they known they were

Only at Zumiez did I
actually receive any customer

service. The guy working the
cash register, pierced and punk as
he was, helped me find a dress
that might fit. He said his girl
friend was getting bigger and
starting to show also.
Perhaps it was empathy
I looked for. I found it in the

oohhing and ahhing over a pil

Christian community and from a

low?

nice skater dude at an alternative

clothing store. What an encour
agement!
Though I can hardly call

this experiment scientific, it
brought to light some interesting
points. I can no longer categorize
all Christians as hostile toward

the teenage pregnant girl. I think
I'll stay out of disguise, until next
weekend at least when yoii can
catch me downtown as...

Heroes Among Us
did not click. She spoke of a fear

Ryan Blancliard

of failure words could not heal.

Staff Writer

There are some people,

She told stories of rejection that
demolish any stories I could ever

walking among us who are
heroes in their own right. They

imagine. She had been con

are the ones who have taken the

good enough for anything.
I fear we have preached

garbage life has given them, and
fought their way to a better life.

v i n c e d s h e w o u l d n e v e r, e v e r b e

rules instead of love. These

There are men and women of

heroes need nothing from us

strength around us who have
been stepped on by all who

except acceptance. They must
have encouragement. There are
some who did not grow up in a
Christian home like myself.
There are many who have had to

should care, and have found the

drive to get up, wash off the dirt,
and carry on. They are quiet
about their conquests. They are
falsely confident. They will
rarely admit the real truth, but
beneath it all. they are scared.
I tried today to convince

choose their faith over their fam

Tar a Connolly
Have you ever met anyone whose
family had a fight song? Search no further!
Tara Connolly came to GFU last

ilies, and they have been severe
ly punished for it. Anger is their
only reward.
I cannot imagine a God
who would allow these things to

year as a Freshman from Alaska. No, she
does not live in an igloo, nor does she ski to
school. In fact, Tara says she falls down at
the sight of skiis.
So I asked Tara what one does dur

attributes she has that make her

happen. However, he did create
us, he allows evil to happen to us,

ing the seven-month winter? Apparently, a

the hero she is. I told her of how

and somehow, he loves us. If it is

a God who claims to be loving

the only thing we do, let us love.

one of these heroes she was

important. I told her of all the

would not and could not create

May we never assume that any

and die for someone who is not

one has been where we have.

completely loved. I told her
nothing she could ever do would
take away her standing with God.
As I spoke, she softened, and

Often times, the beautiful and the

agreed with me, but something

lot of introspective thinking, as Tara is
majoring in Psychology and Art.

Tara enjoys drawing and sculpture

and appreciates the art program here at
George Fox because it is new and there are
so many opportunities to gel involved.

visible are the weak and the sor

Luis Dauber
He s an absolute stinking psycho!'"- Luis
Luis is a Sophomore majoring in
History and Youth Ministries. He came to

George Fox from England looking for a

Christian atmosphere. He says to be honest, it
hasn't really helped him that much. After being
around something for too long, sometimes it
doesn t mean anything anymore.

Though he was born in the Seychelles,

uis moved around a lot, living in Indonesia and

alaysia and finally settling in England. His

roommate Andrew ^avc "if

. s acall
y s .554-3826!"
If you want some
Lnglishu love,

w»v football, but not the

insist rT 'n- do Americans
Amerie"
asks,
Amencan footbai"1
i, yonhe
use your
hands!" "in

rowful. Let us resolve to help
everyone feel as beautiful as they
really are.

Crescent Staff

^'rescent

Editor in Chief — Jon Roberts

A&E Editor — Sarah Sparks

Assistant Editor — Jessica Howard

Sports Editor — Serena Biimund
Copy Editor ~ Erin M. Shank

Business Manager — Nathan Goff
Opinion Editor — Bett Heckinger

Layout Editor — Sarah E. Dorsey

We weicomes your brief letters.
can be
withheW
wtihhe
d
l by requesht. Whut
e reseyour
rve thename
rg
i ht to

edit for clarity and space.

T1 h
f o ' f o SUB
f S Roy
to p
tie Crescent,
the Crescent Staff folder.
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Opinion
Now who is fundamental?
who longs for the day when she

Bctt Heckinger
We

toss

part of.
In November of 1996, 1

can leave EXCEL and visit her

Opinion Editor
around

the

came home from EXCEL suici

"boyfriend at home.
Boyfriends are evil. So

dal and longing for something •
real. I had sought perfection,

words sheltered, legalistic, and
fundamental far too frequently
without considering their impli

is TV, dating, and rock music
(Michael W. Smith and other sec
ularized artists). So is public

hoping to climb the metaphorical

cations.

school, youth group, and wearing

In reality, I drove a

Imagine a young girl in

her mid-teens wearing a long

ladder to God.

wedge in my relationship with

pants.
In another four weeks,

the Lord and was farther off-track

blouse with a navy ribbon-rose

our young heroine will leave the
seminar, hopefully more dedicat

pinned at her collar. She has thick

ed to the cause of raising the stan

than I could even comprehend.
But do not sigh and
write me off as just another sob

brown hair pulled back in a bun

dard of a more faithful model of a

story. Do not pity me, but praise

and wears the solemn expression

true Christian.

of subservience.

Can you get any more
sheltered than this? Could you

the Lord for providing comfort
and reconciliation on my Journey

wool skirt and embroidered white

Today is her fourth
week at the EXCEL (Excellence

get any more legalistic? I'll

away from this dangerous reli
gious group.
If I could advocate any

in Character Education and

answer both questions with a

Leadership) refining school for

resounding, "No!"
If you could meet this

thing through this article, it

girl, what would you say to her?

people for looking down on you.
After a few years of

young ladies. She goes to bed
promptly at 9:30 every evening
and rises for morning devotions
at 6:30. Early risers are closer to
God. she's been told.

She never skips steps on

would be to not look down on

My first reaction would
be to tell her she is off the deep
end and to get a clue about love
and real salvation. Of course, my

the stairs or breaks her fast on

initial reaction is not the one I

Sundays. She goes out of the
"commune" only once daily for a
walk in the park.
She plans on marrying
in the next two to three years and

would prescribe in dealing with a

"recovery", I came out of this
whole experience with an even
better understanding of who God
really is.
It forced me to examine

situation like this.

what it is we Christians are really
living for. And, sadly, it made me
a bit resentful of this super-con
servative form of Christianity.

having no less than four children-

Nearly every day, we
can see examples of Christians
who take up the "holier-thanthou" approach to life. Perhaps

whom she will home-school,

they are not as extreme as the

want to happen. I want to realize

thereby fulfilling her God-given

young lady in my introduction,

everyone is at a different place in

r o l e o f w i f e a n d m o t h e r.

but nevertheless, they see them
selves as a step above other

their walk with Christ. Instead of

Of

course,

for

this

young lady, college is out of the
question, it being reserved only
for the wildly rebellious and

independent females of "the
world."
She

looks

with

con

tempt at a certain girl at her table

Sarcasticallv Yours

This is what I don't

You poser!

saying, "Oh, he's so full of him

Christians.

self, he acts as though he graces

! have something to
confess. I am the young girl in
the former part of this article. 1

us with his presence every time

Bett Heckinger

he comes around," I am learning

Opinion Editor

spent two months at a refining
school as part of the cult-like

him through the same trials I've
encountered. Perhaps I should

religious group my family was a

pray for him."

to say, "Maybe God is bringing

SpEtO UNWTS are

ty of your turns irrelevant, but

Perhaps it's an epi
demic native only to the
Northwest, but why is it that

also whether you enjoy the

everyone around here wears
$200 NorthFace jackets to

other reasons entirely! I won't

school?

The closest these peo

sport at all! In fact, I think that
guy was wearing tights for
go there. . .
Here at George Fox

Jdsr THE FIRST STEP

ple come to camping is sleeping

you can find many students
who sport expensive backpack

Toward tAKins
OUR CARS!

in their dorm room with the

ing packs. They have cute shiny

window open!
So maybe I'm just bit

little caribiners hanging off

ter because all I can afford is a

cheap jacket from Body Glove

and my Nalgene bottle isn't as
shiny as everyone else's.

But honestly, if you're

going 10 wear the gear, at least

and

of a support group called,

machismo!)

"Posers Annonymous."
The group will meet
on a weekly basis to provide

you can do a 540 off the table
top, but what matters is if you
paid $540 for your thermodynamicaily engineered mit
Last spring break, I
went to Heavenly and wit
nessed first hand these heinous

50^,5 , torment with my random
' Sexperi
ements! Besides, we pay money for articles. . .

sick

mail room to prove your

tens.

trty wnt ng,^SoJ^e^c ^

is

something about it!
I advocate the forming

There it matters little whether

may have noticed. I wrote three of the four articles the Opinion Section feaI don't enjoyou
y domi
ating thinewith
sectioyour
n anyopinions!
more than(No,
you enj
oy readi
ng
tured tnis week
• encourage
to nwrite
you're
not

This

for it! (No, I'm not suggesting

"posing." is quite prevalent
here at George Fox and at the
tourist snowboarding destina
tion Heavenly, Lake Tahoe.

F. H i f o r ' s N o t e s

ing, they tell you of the long
walk up the hill to U-Hall.
wrong, folks! We've got to do

This sin, I'll call it

^UN LPBBY L061C

carefully engineered straps and
pockets.
But. when you ask
them where they last went hik

have some battle scars to show

you fall down in front of the

seeing

Enough said.
Not only are the quali

posers. One morning 1 was

support and encouragement for
people convicted of posing and
explore the possibilities of try
ing out new sports to match
with their gear.
For those people who

enjoy wearing skater shoes,
we're going to introduce them
to Skateboarding 101.
If you are wearing a
.surfer tank, watch out. you'll be
all wet before you know it.
And to those infamous

parks his fat butt right in front

wearers of the North Face jack
ets, be ready to go snowboard
ing with me this weekend.
It's a long way down;

of me. "Nice tights dude!"

hope you're ready for it.

seated in the snow in front of a

trail map and this two-planker
(skier) barrcl.s down the hill and

Feature

Movie Reviews

"The Straight Story:" One man's journey
about the journey itself and the
individual faces and towns along
the way. As one critic writes,
"theme and narration alike pro
ceed through careful observation
of every line and whisker, scar

climactic, it is fitting for this reti

and mole."

cent stor}'. Alvin arrives in New

Zion and finds his brother, and all

of the heart. I give it 5 stars, all

The details of the story
unfold quietly, with a whisper
that requires a strain and focus of
the ear — a heightened percep

the stars.

tion. The drama develops organ

notices the lawn mower, he asks

In "The Straight Story,"

ically as the audience learns more

73-year-old Alvin Straight drives

of Alvin and his life from his

incredulously, "Alvin, did you
drive all this way on that, just to

a lawn-mower 500 miles from

interactions with people along
the road, just as you would get to
know someone in your life. As

see me?" Alvin can only answer,

more stories seep out, under

words and the look of the water

standing builds towards a climax.
In Alvin's final stop
before seeing his brother, he rests
in a church yard and talks with a

resting on top of his blue eyes

priest. In this scene, we leam that

Leif Eckstrom
Staff Writer

Quick critique: This is

the poignant and beautiful story
of a man at the end of his life

seeking healing and reconcilia
tion along the American road, it
has minimal action and dialogue,
but seems to move with the beat

Laurens, Iowa, to New Zion,

Wisconsin, to see his ailing
brother. The film, directed by
David Lynch, is based on true
events and rated "G."

The film paces slowly
along, like Alvln's lawn-mower,
but this quiet and reverent slow
ness allows for a careful and

Alvin and his brother had what he

detailed study of life and the
human experience.

calls "a quarrel as old as the

T h i s i s n o t a fi l m a b o u t

getting to a destination or the
thrill of victory. This is a film

w

Bible," and that they haven't spo
ken to each other in years.
Here we learn that this

road has been a trail of confes-

sion, penance, reflection, and dis
covery. The pilgrimage is com
plete; he has arrived in the "New
Zion," the new Jerusalem.

Although the end is anti-

they can do is sit together quietly
on the porch.
When

his

brother

"Yes, 1 did."

Alvin's three simple

seem answer enough. And really,

sound mesh together to create an

isn't life exactly like this, empty

incredible canvas for the charac

of dramatic climax and full of

ters to be splashed against.

things left unsaid?
Everything has fallen in
place to make this a beautiful and

Midwest at harvest time and the

pithy film. The acting is excep
tional and seemingly minimal
since the actors appear bom into
their roles. The picture and

on

Its

own.

"The Straight Story" is
currently playing at the Koin

remind the audience of Alvin's

Center at SW 3rd and Clay in
Portland at the following times:
3:50, 7:10, and 9:30.
1 recommend arriving an

age and the season of his journey.

hour early for the matinee, since

The

scenes

of

the

amber wheat about to be reaped

This

is

a

movie

that

lines are often long and shows are

seems to carry itself, to breathe likely to sell out.

Cradle Will Rock"...but not fall!
and Jessica Howard

still-living Bertolt Brecht. His
play, "Cradle Will Rock," is fac

Vanessa Redgrave plays
the social butlerlly Countess La

Editorial Staff

ing disaster after 25% budget

Grange, who aids the Federal

Bett Heckinger

cuts are made in the Federal

Theater Project after accusations

massacring an already-lame plot,
we decided to choose a smaller

play's outlandish director who,

Meanwhile, young
Nelson Rockefeller (John

along with his producer (Carey

fi l m t o r e v i e w.

Elwes otherwise known as

Cusack) fights with the Mexican

"Cradle Will Rock." a

film by Tim Robbins that calls
itself "(mostly) true," features an

Committee (a congressional pre

Rock" followed the chaotic fight

cursor to the House of Un-

of then-modem artists to exercise

American Activities) in their

their freedom of expression.

quest. By her side is Tommy

American idealism all collide in
the artistic world. Robbins does

Cherry Jones, a Tony-

onscreen: John Turturro and

Blitzslein, a playwright guided
by visions of his dead wife and a

53^-4277

ventriloquist.

c l i m a x o f t h e fi l m .

Hank Azaria is Marc

Kii7cn "Kntlxkcii

plays a funny yet melancholy

mately combining them in the

an excellent job of following sev

linxf pc7^cct.

Crickshaw (Bill Murray), who

winning stage actress, gives an
amazing performance as Hallie
Flanagan, the woman who ran the
Federal Theater Project. Two
other new faces also shine

eral different stories at once, ulti

yc7Sond consultation. 70c icoulei 6e /uj»if)7<r<< to help i/ou innke ifou7 spcciul

Joan Cu.sack is Hazel

the Red Scare, "Cradle Will

Fascism. Communism, and

O/j? nnU}uc 4\}yp7oaci\ atUvcs us to ^ive ifou ^o7 ifoia moncxf. Call fo7 n

Bride"), fights the system.

woman who is afraid of the Red
Menace and aids the Dies

Hollywood veterans combine in

(n7^c iifui ^iy7inn( o7 Intlnuitc ,in,i cnsunt. icc Itclf \fon ndxlcvc \fou7 vision.

Wesley from "The Princess

Huffman, an overly concerned

this film to portray the times as

fOi- syccU\lli.c In nuikituj i[on7 rt 7CtUiti[. TOIwtlta ivedMn^ wU 6c

Welles (Angus McFadden) is the

intriguing stoiy based on numer

An excellent cast of

^lomets jot 'y-out XOetitiLn^

of communism fill the air. Orson

ous historical events.

Set in the I930's during

^Lotlkundu

Theater Project after finding it an
exciting new activity to take part

After our last venture
outside the GFU bubble to watch
a movie with emaciated teens

Emily Watson portray an actor

and would-be actress, respective
ly, who need their jobs to survive.

in it.

artist Diego Rivera (Ruben
Blades) over a mural in

R o c k e f e l l e r C e n t e r, a n d
Margherita Saifatti (Susan

Sarandon), a Russian "publicity

queen," tries to get indu.strialists
to financially support Mussolini.
Although Sarandon's Russian
accent isn't too believable and

Robbins took a few liberties with

different dales (i.e. Riviera and
Rockefeller fought in 1933. and
Halhe Flanagan's Dies

Committee testimony didn't hap
pen until 1938). "Cradle Will

Rock" is probably one of the best

movies that has been out in years;
to miss it would indeed be quite a
tragedy.

"Cradle Will Rock" is

currently showing at the

Hollywood theatre, in the

Hollywood district near Lloyd

Center on Sandy and NE 51st.

!■ iifliifiiifiimT"
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Restaurant Reviews

Yamhill Grill recommended

for great food and service

"Ram's Head"

McMenamins

that's always a good thing.

Elizabeth Davis

The quality of the food is very
good; I'd describe it as tasty and healthy.
None of that greasy food you get at fast
food joints. For instance, many varieties of

Staff Writer

Eating out is a fine ritual enjoyed

t>y a huge percent of the American popula

tion. However, the most crucial element is

to find an excellent place of good reputa

pasta, sandwiches, salads, and soup are

tion and great food to eat and enjoy. A

available on the menu for lunch meals.

diverse variety of restaurants are available
to cover ail the various tastes of individuals
and parties of diners.

I went out to lunch with a friend to
the Yamhill Grill, located in our own little

excellent and had a "surprisingly unique
flavor" with the addition of the aioli and

town Portland features a comfortable

chutney. Their lemonade was a little too
sour, yet overall, it was an excellent

Beverages are also a great thing.
Their drinks are good quality and satisfy
the customer's thirst. Most come with free

uniqueness.

excellent hot tea!

In conclusion, I'd recommend this

restaurant as a great spot to eat. It would
make a ideal place for a casual or even a

please. In addition to that, the wait staff are
very solicitous and want to make sure
everything's filled and that the customer is
satisfied with the food. However, they've
also mastered the art of leaving you alone
so you can actually enjoy your meal, and

Avenue and NW Hoyt Street in down
atn^osphere and an excellent, moderate
ly priced fare.
Open daily. Monday through
Saturday from 11 am to 1 am and
Sunday from noon to midnight, this par
ticular "one of many" maintains its

many smiling and familiar faces. Their

service is very quick and they are eager to

Chicken Breast Sandwich with herbed

McMenamins on the comer of 23rd

Shirley Temples and Roy Rogers. Myself,
I had the peppermint Stash lea, and it was

servers attend Fox, and it was nice to see so

keep me filled for the evening."
Jessica ordered the Grilled

nice platters of seafood and steaks. Their
prime rib is killer! The food is a little
expensive (especially on a strict college

refills as an added bonus, such as their

be rated by me as excellent! Many of the

The door squeaked open as wc
came in from the rain. With low ceilings

aioli and tomato chutney, which was

extra bucks.

Service at the Yamhill Grill would

Restaurant Editors

As far as dinner goes, they serve

strapped with), but the quality and quantity
of food more than makes up for the few

wise.

tossed with a special dressing. It had a
unique taste and was "plenty enough to

Bctt Heckinger

and a colonial motif, the "Ram's Head"

budget as-I'm sure many of you are

town of Newberg. It is a nice spot and con
veniently located on Highway 99 West. The
atmosphere is considered family-style and
is targeted towards the community; none of
that "stuffy and fancy" feeling atmosphere-

cucumber, and marinated red onions

Jessica Howard

meal.

After dinner, we sampled the
Terminator cheesecake, which is made

especially for McMenamins using
" Te r m i n a t o r S t o u t . " W i t h n o o f f e n s e t o

our mothers' cheesecake, it was the best

There are McMenamins all

we've ever had.

over Portland, but from our experience,

This McMenamins not only

we have yet to find one that doesn't
offer something the others don't, both in

boasts great food, great atmosphere, and
great service, but it is located right on

the menu and atmosphere.
If you're looking for a great

NW 23rd, a street famous throughout

place to take your date, try

shops of all kinds.

slightly more formal dinner date. When
your parents come to visit, this would also
make a great family restaurant. I give it a
10/10. Go and eat at this place so you will

McMenamins.

know what I'm talking about!

cheese, Kalamata olives, tomatoes.

Portland for having unique stores and
At night, the trees that line the

The food is a great tradeoff

avenue are lit up with white Christmas

from The Bone. Belt had a half portion

lights, providing the perfect surround
ings for an after-dinner stroll with that
special someone you met on Foxmail.

of their Greek Salad, which had feta

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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A night to remember for audience and cast
Ryan Bianchard
Staff Writer

Jeremy Fuller can sleep

Opera," "Les Miserables," "Miss
Saigon," YoQ're a Good Man

After spending the entire

Charlie Brown," and "How to
Succeed in Business Without

n o w .

year planning, practicing, writing,
arguing, planning, planning, and
planning, "Night of Broadway"
was performed with amazing flare.
Both nights had a nearly
{lawless run, just as the 109 people
involved had hoped. This was one

Really Trying."
Some of the highlights of

prostitutes who are sorrowful over
their profession.
Both performers and

number in wl

al of the character, because this

audience alike were thrilled with

lusical is currently showing in

prove to fiimself that

rtland.

a r e a

Pluintom of the Opera: Nathan

Dunkin again delivered an incred-

The Lion Kin^: in "Endless

Night," Matt Gustafson (as Simb^)
sang of sorrow for the loss of h

proud of.
"Night of Broadway."
with proceeds benefiting Mercy

father as the pride of

Corps International, is a collection
of some of the favorite songs from
the greatest musicals ever made.
This year's show included "The
Lion King," "Rent." "Jekyll and

ily became stuck in your head, and
the message was quite moving.

Boulevard." "Phantom of the

a song about a doctor who is ready
to unleash his pet project. It was
also interesting to see his portray

the show included:

show that the director should be

Hyde." "Beauty and the Beast."
"The Scarlet Pimpernel." "Sunset

Dunkin led a small group in "The
Madness of King Scar," a dazzling

t h e e n d o f t h e s h o w, N a t h a n

t^i'

In

"Shadowlands,"

Sharon McKee powerfully led the
pride through the most elaborate
song of the show, with gorgeous
choreography by Sara Rogers and
N e a r
Kristina Hargie.

Both nights the floor of
Bauman was nearly full, and a
standing ovation was also given
both nights.

ile jjerformance. when he belted

It was miraculous, to say

out "Music of the Night," with
Kristina Hargie (as Christine)

the least; something that no one
involved will ever forget.

dancing gracefully around him.

ay," with Jeff
Kirksey and Annie Haglund per
forming a riveting song about the
struggle of a drug-addicted

Basically it was the best
performance I have ever been a

Miss Saigon: Kelsey Kaopuiki
and Haley Cummings performed a
beautiful duet over their fight for

part of.

woman in love.

the love of the same man.

Jekyll and Hyde: Nate Parkes per
formed one of the best solos of the

Later, Stephanie
Shankland and Sara Radley led a
small group in "Movie in my

night, with "This is the Moment,"

Mind," an emotional song about

t o

lions danced behind him. This

song had a catchy refrain that eas

the performance.

i'i

''k.

Nolan Long and Sara Rogers (left) dance to "Last Night of
the World". Adam Sweeney and Gillian Gould (below
right) dance as part of the difficult song "Let's Have
Lunch," featuring cameos by Derek Johnson and Mel
S c h r o e d e r a s M r, C e c i l B .

Demille. (Bottom) The entire

cast got together for a final
pose in the theme song from
Rent. The Rent performance

involved many stunts, lifts
and dance moves.

Photos by Jonathan Morel!
Page design Jonathan
Roberts
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Night of Broadway " an outstanding success
Erin Newberry

show so organized that students^

the

Birdie," "The Scarlet Pimpernel."

have directed," said fellow per

Opera. Dr. Jekyll, King Scar and
Charlie Brown all visited George
Fox University's Bauman

"Les Miserables." "The Lion

former Ben Weinerl.

King," "How To Succeed In

Although the partici
pants had a few glitches through

Auditorium on Fri. Feb. 18, and

Beast."

Sal. Feb. 19. They came to sing,
to entertain and to raise money

ported by a 31-member orchestra

The

Phantom

of

for Mercy Corps International, a
relief corporation geared towards
providing assistance to individu
als and countries in crisis.

As a completely stu

dent-organized event. "Night of
Broadway" started its third year
of rehearsals in January with high
hopes and expectations.
Director Jeremy Fuller,

own fanclub) sings out as part of the song

"Rent" from the musical of the same name

Accompanied and sup
directed by Becky Chekson, lite

performers were also illuminated
and amplified by an advanced
lighting and sound system man
aged by Andrew Garrett and Pete

out the rehearsal and pertbrmance process (common to any

stage jTcrformance), according to
Fuller this taught the whole
group to "trust God implicitly
through everything."
"God has followed

Hall, and decorated in costumes

through for us with this produc
tion, and we give Him the utmo.st

designed by Sarah Radley.

praise and honor for that," he

Outside community

members supported the show in
their own manners. Various com

munity businesses financially
promoted "Night of Broadway"

directors Matthew Gustafson and

and also offered service dona

Matthew Budelman, brought

tions—hoping to encourage com

together the 7()-plus member

munity members and students

said.

The third annual "Night

of Broadway" exceeded expecta
tions and provided an enjoyable
evening for students and commu

nity members, while accomplish
ing the objective of raising a sub
stantial amount of money lor

team (including producers, man

alike to come see the "Broadway"

Mercy Corps International. The

agers, performers and lechnicitms) to plan a professional-level

production, and, in addition, to
support Mercy Corps

show filled with choreographed

International.

goals of the producers, managers,
peiformers and technicians were
recognized as the curtains closed

musical numbers from famous

By the final perform
ance (Saturday night), "Night of
Broadway" proceeds summed

"My job is an excellent
one: Find people svho love what
they do. and enable them to do it
in a professional, supportive

Spanish Rose (above). Jeff Kirksey (who has his

Business" and "Beauty and the

a sophomore music major at
George Fox. along with assistant

Broadway musicals.

Stephanie Shankland wows the crowd as the

"I've never been in a

Hyde." "You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown," "Bye, Bye.

Staff Writer

Saturday evening.
"From the moment the

audience walked in to the

directly toward the charitable

moment they left, we hoped to
provide them with a classy expe

environment." said Fuller.

organizalion.
Although the practices

I Broadway]." said Fuller.

The participants choreo
graphed, interpreted and
arranged their own musical
arrangements and dances for the
show. They presented various

were long and look up much of
every weekend for five weeks,
the panicipants In the show all
feci very satisfied with "Night of
Broadway's" success. Said per-

songs from "Sunset Boulevard."

Ibrmcr Adam Sweeney, "it was

"Miss Saigon," "The Phantom of
the Opera," "Rent," "Jekyll and

over $2600. all of which went

rience of Uie Great While Way
According to him, to

those who spent countless hours
developing the show, to the busi
nesses who donated money and
services and to those who wit

really cool the way it came

nessed the final product. New
York's Broadway is just a step

together with all student efforts."

a w a y.

(right). Ben McReynolds ponders his blahness as
Charlie Brown (below).

Photos by Jonathan Morel!
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Getting the most out of the great outdoors
ICriii Newberry

Rob Simpson, advisor

Staff Writer

Gel some gear together
and wearsome grubs. It's lime to
brave llie great unknown.
The Outdoor Club,
which informally started in
August 1999, has some first
semester trip memories and plans
on making some more.
Known

as

the

Snowboarding Club in years past,

for the club and George Fox
University student life employee,
has also involved the club in a

current project: assisting with

preparing the indoor climbing
rock wall in Wheeler Sports
Center for use by students.
In recent years, Don

Cossell, former George Fox plant
services employee, managed the
25-fool wall, using his own

it has broadened horizons and is

climbing equipment to leach stu

now known as the outdoor club,

with freshmen Ryan Backman

dents to climb. Although Cossell
is currently working part-time at

and Lisa Shafcr leading the pack.

the university as the rock-climb

The club has divided

itself into five divisions, with
representative planning directors
for each category. The five divi

ing instructor, he is not supervis
ing the wall this year.
Since the university did
not have equipment of its own,

sions and leaders are as follows:

Simpson issued a proposal asking

Snowboarding — Malt Littles,
Ronnie Issackson (freshmen);
Rock Climbing — Jordan

needed equipment so that the

Sonnerholm (sophomore);
Backpacking, Hiking —
Backman, Shafer and Kate Bode

(freshman); Kayaking — Beau
Jacoby (freshman); and

Mountain Biking — Scott
Hartley, Ben Young (freshmen).

It has also recently
formed an announcements and
contact list, available on

for the school to purchase the

wall could be used again. The
university approved and Simpson
was able to buy enough equip
ment for 10 people.
The wall opened to the

public Wednesday, Jan. 26, at 8
p.m. Although with enough
equipment up to 20 people may
climb the wall simultaneously,
only about 50 people are able to
climb within a two-hour session.

Foxmail. The club hopes to

The wall will continue

recruit some new members and
also to inform current and

prospective members of upcom

to be open for the experienced
and inexperienced public every
Wednesday evening from 8-10

ing events.

p.m. throughout the semester. A

Four members of the Outdoor Club pose for a picture while backpacking.
one-time fee of five dollars, ken top (the south mountain of
which will be used for the upkeep
of the wall and the purchase of
more equipment, will be charged
to all.

In addition to assisting
with the supervision of the climb

Staff Writer

On Thursday, February
10, George Fox University pub
licly launched a $22 million

fundraising campaign for facili

If you are interested in

During a weekend in
September, nine members of the

Littles, Bode, Jacoby, Young,
Josh Livingston (freshman),
David Mickelson (freshman) and

joining the Outdoor Club, call

club traveled to the base of bro-

W o o d m a r ' s fi r s t a n d s e c o n d

The biggest campaign
project is the planned $7 million

floors, renovation of Bauman

dent services and classroom

The Legacy Campaign

building to be located on the

was formally kicked off

such as the renovation of

Auditorium and faculty salaries.
Two years before the

unveiling of the campaign, the
Legacy Campaign went through
a "quiet" phase. This phase

with dinner hosted by for

included contacting the

mer U.S. Senator Mark
H a t fi e l d a n d h i s w i f e

university's major donors,
submitting proposals to

Antoinette at the Portland

foundations, and conduct

Hilton Hotel.

ing campaigns with faculty

The night wa:
filled with student testi
monies, special music, the

and staff and with board of

premiere of the Legacy
video entitled "Deep Roots

employees have donated

. .. Soaring Visions," and a
speech by President David

Eighty-one percent of
the employees have partic

Brandt.

ipated. Early gifts have

trustee members.

Miller said George Fox
more than $450,000.

also included $3 million

According to Dana

L. Miller, Vice President for

and $1 million gifts from

University Advancement

separate anonymous

"The event had a simple

donors; a $1.5 million gift

program, but was very

from Margaret Edwards, of

effective." Four hundred

Portland; $750,000 from
the
M.J.
Murdock
Charitable Trust of

fifty people were in atten
dance.

The Legacy cam
paign has already raised
$16 million toward the goal and
will continue to raise money until
December 2001.

According to Brandt,
the Legacy Campaign title was
selected because it conveys con

tinuity in the university's values
February 25, 2000

Vancouver, Washington,
and $500,000 from the

Meyer Memorial Trust of

southwest corner of the campus
and named for the late George

Portland.

Fox president. Another $6 mil

was authorized by the George

lion will be added to the school's
endowment, while $1 million

will go to technology enhance
ments.

The nine students who

hopes to increase in size, and
plan many more trips similar to
their backpacking trip at broken

i n c l u d e d B a c k m a n , S h a f e r,

a n o t h e r.

technology enhancements.

shallow lake and camped.

backpacking trips.

The remaining funds
will go towards special projects

Edward F. Stevens Center, a stu

Bend, Ore). There they backpacked four miles to the edge of a

attended the weekend outing

and purposes. He said it implies
there is a passing of something of
value from one generation to

ties, scholarships, faculty and

the central cascade range by

Max Bebb (sophomore).
"Overall, it was a really
fun trip," said Backman.
This semester, the group

ing wail, the club has taken a few

GFU Legacy Campaign launched
Faith Curammeng

the Three Sisters trio located in

The Legacy Campaign
Fox University Board of Trustees

in 1996. but it was delayed by the
death of former President
Edward Stevens.

top.

Backman at x3743 or Shafer at
x3448.

"Night of Broadway" no
longer a club under ASC
continued from page 1
returned. The letter in response
to the first sanction, which was

submitted to ASC for approval
before release, did not meet
ASC standards as stated in its
memordndum.

ALso mentioned In

Monday's ASC minutes was
the fact that "NOB" was in vio

lation of contract with the
University concerning the
rental of Bauman due to the fact
that equipment used was not

removed by the time it was sup
posed to have been.

Combined with the

failure to meet the two sanc

"NOB"s club standing.
We at ASC enjoy
'NOB' and like what it stands

for, however as a club it Just did

not work," said ASC President

Ryan Dougherty, "we look for
ward to attending 'NOB' next
y e a r. "

1-ockwood,

Chairman of the "NOB" Board

of Directors, said when asked
about this development that "It

had been apparent to the NOB

smff for some time that being a
club was not going to work."

also said that "NOB" was

P anning on withdrawing from

tions. this put "NOB" in direct
violation of the ASC constitu

■'Status tor next years show.

a club. "NOB" h.id no faculty

oih. opttons
^"rrently
for itspursuing
future and

club must consist of a,,,facul

•tudentstouse their talents."

tion which "NOB" was under as

also said

.1 continue to pursue exceladvisor, directly violating W
Section 4.1, which states, "A encc and provide a place for

ty/.stttff advisor..." Section 4 3

was also violated wheh states third Nob," which is in its

titat clubs are required to fin
monthly financial repot-ts and

ASr

'approached
-

warns that "failure
result... in the "

heing declitred defunct.""'""'''
h^d several

■—... irsr--;

I nc HnSM/or ^ A
ASC

,v^

I

•

"latts d^"i
meansthat"NOB^-

ASC anymore ^

•

News

Underclassmen come out victorious
the fwinl," says Garrett of his

sentatives their Freshman year.

girls, "including a very good
JR/SR team."

Now, as a Senior,

Kelleghan says of the younger
girls. "They played a strong

Kelleghan says he's "tried hard to
develop a big rivalry between the
teams" and encourage class spirit
in the form of a little friendly

game."

competition.

"I'll give them credit,"

Other coaches for the

older girls included Buzz
Dahl and Jamey Frazier. Former

bered about this game in the
years to come? "The intensity of
the fight," says Kelleghan. "For

student Darren Weidman made a

not one second did the other team

guest appearance as the team

think it was going to be easy.

Allcroft, Thomas Payne, Mike

The Freshman/Sophomore team celebrates after its win
over the upperclassmen.

continued from page 1

Ironically, GFU Powder

Puif tradition dictates that the

Senior coach picks the offjcials,
so it was Kelleghan who chose
Will Varin and Nick Willis to call
the game. The refs seem to be

chronically blamed: they were
critiqued as being "one-sided"

and accused of "stalling the
clock" by the younger team.
The underclassmen did

have an edge on the opposing
team in the area of solid practice
time. They were diligently out on
the field daily for three weeks

leading up to the actual game.
"The girls were very
dedicated over the last few

weeks, and they deserved the
win." says Andrew Garrett, who
coached along with Kyle Dixon.
Dan

White.

James

Mead

and

Dave Kilian.
On

the

other

side,

scheduling turned out to be a
nightmare for Kelleghan's team,
and it showed. "We played more
like girls who'd rushed into it ...

they played good team football,"
he said.

Key moments on the

field included Jessica Howard's
constant shutdown of the upper-

classman offense, an interception
by sophomore Shanna Clinton,
and dual quarterback efforts by
Meier and Freshman Mindy
Ve n a b l e .

Freshman running-

back Sienna Hester also put on
quite

a

show

for

the

Homecoming crowd, and fresh

Anna Carlson both served as the
team's kickers.
Erin

Hatch

This was no ordinary

Flags were merely present for
decoration.

"We figured out right
away that the other girls weren't
even going for our flags," said
Meier. "It was a wild game."
that
this
the
one

a n o t h e r. " W h e n

man soccer player Venable and

Senior

waterboy.

game of flag football: this was a
contest of all-out, muddy tackle.

Despite the injuries
inevitably resulted from
rough play, Meier stressed
support teammates had for

-

crowned Homecoming Queen
later that evening - made a
remarkable catch going downfield with girls surrounding her.
Senior Janna Kingery
was constantly in the backfield
disrupting the offensive plays of
her younger rivals. "The under
classmen probably have quite a

we

saw

What will be remem

Meier cites a different

"Our conches were Just
great," says Staley. "But let's Just
say Tom didn't know quite how
to go about blocking girls."
Powder Puff partici
pants came equally from sign-ups
and recruitment efforts. Many
girls were veterans, giving
Kelleghan a chance to coach girls
with which he'd already built a

memorable aspect: "I loved meet
ing girls I never knew before. We
have this special bond now."

Upperclassman rival
Staley agrees. "Girls I don't nor
mally see were working with me
as we came together for a com
mon goal." "Powder Puff provided
a chance for entire classes to sup

port each other and cheer on their

rapport. It was actually under his
direction, along with Jaliene

ladies.

Hollabough, that the Powder Puff
tradition was begun at Fox. They
initiated the event as class repre

sides of the ball and field," says
Garrett. "It was a pleasure to
watch some great football."

"They executed on both

someone

go down, we
really came
together." When
F r e s h m a n
M

i

c

h

e

Schwartz

l

l

e

was

sent to the emer

gency room with
a

hurt

those

knee,
on

the

sideline huddled

to pray for her.

few bruises to attest to Janna's

"They

unstoppability" remarks
Kelleghan with pride.

overcame a lot of
obstacles to set

Another Homecoming Weekend come and gone
started Saturday morning at
Melanj Eslinger

10:00

Staff Writer

and

ended

with

a

Another whirlwind

Freshman/Sophomore win.
Spectators and the teams then
enjoyed a barbecue lunch out on

week is finished. With classes,

t h e fi e l d ( o r t h e r e m n a n t s o f I t .

papers and many midterms, stu

anyway).

mitment with Homecoming
activities during February 7-13.
There were many events for stu

Honors" played in the Commons

The

dents added one more time com

dents during the week and special

Bauman for students and alumni.

Chapel band. Rescue and the
University Players presented
with Pastor Sean McNay speak

George Fox women

enjoyed a special activity
Monday night with an A''

ing.

Bruin Brawl after the Midnigh
Breakfast. Sophomores captured

The

the men's brawl Saturday after- The GFU cheerleaders performed during the assembly and
Saturday evenings.

Friday night's home

basketball games were against
Wilamette, and Saturday nights
Homecoming basketball games

Wednesday evening, and broom
hockey at the Clackamas ice rmk were against Linfield.
Homecoming
■O
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Fox's winter y and

formed Thursday. Fnday
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Millennium. This celebration of

also won the Bruin Junior during
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theme

Homecoming 2000 was Alum

BJ after a nearly hour and a half
long brawl. The Sophomores

n
icu
ldedKaraoke^andfreeta
jba^

"With

Saturday night after the games.
Sunday morning con
cluded the Homecoming festivi
ties with a worship service in

activities and reunions for the
alumni during the weekend.

Fun evening events

movie

oames were both won il front of

apackedgymnasu
im.Theu'ovvd
was cheering on then feet when
thewomenwonn
i overm
ti e^The
neo band, cheerleaders, and diil

homecoming games.

team contributed to a wonderful

Princess were Tim Williams

evening at the Homecoming

and Heidi VanderStoep. Junior

games.

Class Prince and Princess were

Alumni, Leadership, Unity and
Ministry focused on connecting
with fellow alumni, students, fac

Homecoming nominations with
the final votes revealed at the Pep

Frances Kuntz. Senior Class

Assembly on Friday, and the king
and queen announced at the game
Saturday night. The Freshman

Caleb Harris, Josh McPherson,

ulty, staff, friends and family of
George Fox University and
George Fox Evangelical
Seminary (formerly Western
Evangelical Seminary).
The busy Homecoming
week is over with alumni enjoy

Sharon Barnett, Julie Schmidt.
The Homecoming 2000 king and

ing a time of remembering their
years at Fox, renewing friend

Class Prince and Princess were

queen were Paul Brewer and Erin

ships, enjoying the college

Jon Buhier and Christy Russo.

Hatch

atmosphere and current students
creating new memories.

Students

voted

for

Sophomore Class Prince and

Austin

Ashenbrenner

and

Princes and Princesses included

The Powderpuff game
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Impressive season leaves

Bruins in anticipation
Serena BruniuiKi

S[)orts Editor

With only two regular

"As for UPS, we have

always played them very well

here at home. We are looking
for another great effort this

season games left and an over
all record of 19-4, the women's

weekend."

basketball team is crossing their
fingers that a nearly flawless
season will be enough to
impress voters.
"Winning conference

right now is PLU. Though the

The Bruins real threat

Lutes have fallen to Fox twice,
those are their only two losses.
Currently, the Bruins are in a

chasing Liz Stephens ('92-'96)
in two categories in the GPU
record books. Right now
Grellar is 6tli on the all time

GFU scoring list with 1,037
points in her three-year career,
right behind Stephen's 1,197.
Grellar's 563 carrer rebounds

is our goal, but I think the major
thing for all of us is advancing

dead-even tie for first with PLU
and both teams still have two

rank 7lh behind Stephen's 566.
Also, sophomore
Becky Thompson has moved
into lOth place on the all-time

games remaining.

assists chart with 162. She now

head coach Scott Rueck, who is

Not forgetting the ulti
mate wish, Rueck is keeping his

in his fourth season of coaching

needs only six to move past
Melody Groeneveld-

eyes focused on getting busi

McMaster's record.

here at Fox.

ness taken care of.

"Normally, the top six
teams are the ones who get
voted in, and right now the

"We just need to con
tinue playing like we know how

NCAA Dili Comittee has us

is giving us tight competition
and even though we aren't play
ing them again, we're still play

Other highlights
include an eleven game win
ning streak and setting a new
school three point record in
their game against Lewis &

to the playoff rounds," said

ranked #3 in the West Region,"
he said.

In addition, the

d3hoops.com Top 25 poll has

to; we can't afford to lose. PLU

ing against them."
Depending on how the

last two games that will wrap
up the regular season.

"Pacific gave us a good
game at our place," Rueck

reflected. "They will probably

records

for

three-

a n d I w a s a t h e r fi r s t s u m m e r

Sports Editor

league game and the first half

Rueck is not allowing himself

s e a s o n .

since she was able to lace

was the coaches that made

those size four Nikes, there

the diffrence in her decesion.

was no turning back.

to get too anxious too soon.

"It's our goal to be as
good as we can be all the time,"
Rueck commented. "We never

really had any goals written out
at the begining of the season to

and play well."

inside.

new

the game of basketball. Ever

week so we will need to contin

defend their post player on the

two

told me she was really good

Serena Brumund

D-III teams in the nation this

play some zone against us this

we have been and we must

16 of 31 threes and established

meet again in the playoffs. But

look back on now. We just
knew we wanted to play hard

ue to shoot the threes the way

A quiet leader
with a big role

the chance that the two may

They are also first in the nation

against Pacific and UPS are the

helped the Bruins attain their 19-4 record.

Sophomore Becky
Thompson has always loved

two teams finish out, there is

This weekend's games

Becky Thompson's consistency and leadership has

pointers attempted and threepointers made in a game. The
16 made was a new high for all

ranked the Bruins No.22 in the
nation with 122 total votes.

in three point accuracy.

Clark on the 8th. The Bruins hit

Photo by Carley Egelston

Throughout the season,

the team has individually
accomplished some personal

bests. Katie Grellar is currently

The Bruins also defeat

ed Whitman in a brutal score of

she hit four threes. She had

my attention after that."

Thompson knew it

68-28. In giving up only 28

Here at Fox, she is

"It was really after
talking to Scott that J knew I

points —10 in the first half —
the team tied a mark set on Jan.

finishing up her second year

wanted to come here,"

of varsity and in those two

Thompson said. "My mom

years has come to be known

works here but I had also

as "Our glue," head coach

been looking at NNC and it
was the coach that made all

Forest Grove at 6:00, but if you

Scott Rueck puts it bluntly.
"She is what holds us togeth

can't make that one, be sure to

e r. "

30, 1993, in a 104-28 romp over
Columbia Christian College.
Tonight's game is in

the difference."

Now that she's here,

head to the gym tomorrow night

Thompson graduat

to watch the team in their last

ed from Colton High School

regular season game.

in Oregon where she was
coached by her father all four

of her varsity years. Her sen
ior year, her team took the
state title and she claimed the

State Player of the Year,
while her father recieved
Coach of the Year for the 2A
Division.

A confident and
swift Suzanne

Santos glides to the
hoop as Intimidated

"As point guard,

Becky has the most impor
tant role on the court," Rueck

said. "She runs the plays,
calls me shots; she's the one
who directs the team."

Another thing Rueck
appreciates is her coolness on
the court.

Though Thompson

has a lot of experience under
her belt, it isn't her nature to
lecture others on the do's and
don'ts of the game.

and soon-to-be

"Becky is a quiet
leader." Rueck commented.

d e f e a t e d L i n fl e l d

'She leads by example and

Wildcat players

expectation."

only look on.

reflect it. Though only a

And her statistics

sophomore, she's started
every game since she's been
Photo by Carley Egelslon

she has definitely taken on
the role of authority.

here except for two, one due
to illness and the other due to
injury.

Her assist/turnover
ratio is third in the confer
ence at 1.40 and she has

been shooting over 40% from
the three point line. And it
was this three point talent

"In the forty-five

games I have seen her play,

I've seen her get rattled
twice." Rueck said. "This

girl can handle anything. If
she makes a mistake, it
shocks me."

That's quite the
compliment, but what about
pressure?

This has been my
role my whole life so I don't

feel any pressure,"

Thompson assured. "This is
a good group of gids and the
whole team takes care of
itself."

Outside time Is few

and far between, but when

Thompson does get the
chance, she enjoys spending
that Rueck first noticed about lime with friends and being
Thompson.

I really didn't know

outdoors. She has interests in
athletic training, but until her

first love is no more, finding

anything about her at first," time for much else is hard to
Rueck admitted. "Someone
come by.
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Changes of the present
help to shape future
Serena lirumund
Sports Editor

From the beginning of

the season until its close, the
men's basketball team has had

to make some major adjust

Their last game ended

in a heartbreaking loss by one
to Whitman, 74-73. • The

Three years after he

graduated from Newberg High

overall

ahead

of

the

Missioinaries in conference
as Whitman took ninth.

Though it took some

to turn his four years of eligibil

time to catch that recovery
wind, once the team was swept

ity over to Fox and an ecstatic
head coach Mark Vernon had
all kinds of expectations for the

stepped up and took the lead.
"Jordan Green really

School, Dan Weber had decided

team. But, only after seven
games, Weber had to bow out

and goals had to be changed.
"We had to change our
style of play," Vernon reflected,
who has coached at Fox for 18

years now. "Dan was our best
half. We knew we'd miss his

athletic ability; there were just
certain things that we all knew
only he could perform. But he
was not the entire team. During
Christmas we really just had to
change our focus to understand
ing how we needed to play to
win."

Competition was not
making things any easier, espe
cially from Willamette, Lewis
& C l a r k , a n d P a c i fi c . T h e

Bmins finished league with a 816, with many of the losses

being by less than double-digit

game," Vernon said with a
smile.

Bruins did manage to to finish

standings, taking eighth place

ments.

players and the fans enjoyed the

back up, other key players
became a focal point," Vernon

"Undoubtedly, this was

our biggest win of the season.
We've fought hard all year, and
it's about time something went
right for us. This was our
'championship' game before a
great crowd."
Having such a standout
game was a bonus to the season
but the real benefit for Vernon

Fox lit a Christian environment.

involved the very core of the

Quick sophomore takes

team.

remarked. For the week of

"That was a great game

F e b r u a r y 7 - 11 t h , G r e e n

but the best thing about coach
ing this year has got to be the
players," Vernon said, "good
kids with good attitudes.

received an Honorable Mention

for the NWC "Player of the
Week" in his performance
Homecoming week.

Travis Melviit, a busiitess major, enjoys playing at

"The University and
students need to recognize the

his talent to the courts
the most, we have our differ

Serena Bnimund

ences, but he is the one I .see

Sports Editor

the most potential in. He

Sophomore Travis
Melvin did not spend hours

knows I want what's best for

and off the floor. They play

upon hours on tlie phone with
the George Fox admissions

per game (3.3). In the confer

hard and have a real desire to

c r e w. H e a l s o w a s n o t c o n

ence, he is 2nd in scoring with
18.6 and 2nd in 3-Pt Fg made

exemplify the Lord when play
ing. They are playing for a
much bigger reason and I just
want everyone to recognize

cerned about how many

Often per.sonality
traits like these are passed
down or acquired from otliers
in the family.
"My dad is real
solid, full of integrity and I
believe that I've picked that
up from him. My mom is the
bubbly, caring one. 1 think
that's where I gel all my ener
gy on the court," Melvin said.
"My brother, (Ryan, he has

As of the 7th, Green
was ranked 5th in the NCAA

Division III stats for steals (3.6
spg) and 14th in three-pointers

(3.36). On the 18th, Green

became the 29th player in
George Fox history to score
over 1000 career points, with

class of these players — the
way they handle themselves on

times head mens' basketball
coach Mark Vemon had

called and left messages.
"Actually, 1 believe 1

this."

Already, a positive

talked to Mark once on the

note to end on for next year is

phone." Melvin remembered.

Every season has a

that there are no seniors on this

"I didn't even know 1 was

highlight and this year's came

year's team, giving everyone,
including Vemon, a chance to
dream of the potential that will

going to George Fox until the
night 1 graduated from high

hit the courts next season.

That graduation took
place from Pleasant Hill High

still one year to go.

in the Homecoming game

against Linfield. "We played in
front of a packed house and the

points.

school."

School in Eugene, Oregon,
where Melvin, who also

him."

two) is who 1 see as my role

model. His good attitude is
one that 1 hope 1 ciin reflect."
Sounds as though he's done a
good job of reflecting tiiem
all.
"Travis comes from

played baseball, earned 1st
the

a real nice family." Vemon

league MVP, was on the All

says with appreciation.
"They are the type of parents
that evei7 coach wished for."

Te a m

All

State,

was

To u r n a m e n t Te a m , a n d

snagged the state record for
steals, all his senior year in
basketball.

James Macy puts

" Tr a v i s i s o u r b e . s l

So how did Travis

Melvin end up becoming a
Bruin?

up a shot, con
tributing to the

athlete on the team," Vernon

"1 had a falling out

remarked. "He's the fastest,

with another school and this

the quickest in the league,

was the school my brother

wealth that

and he creates his own shots.

was going to play soccer at,

brought the Bruins

That is a valuable asset that

so i decided to come and play
basketball. I've played it
since the second grade: it's

an upset win

every team wants to have."
So you're quick?

against Linfield

Ever tried track?

Homecoming
night.

"Actually, my senior
year my baseball coach let
me race once and I got

smoked." Melvin iauglied. "I
was quick out of the blocks
but that's about it. Quickness

and speed are two different
things."
Along with his hon
Photo by Carley Egelston

est nature and talent as an

always been my first love."
Maybe it was a
failing out. or maybe it was
just God's plan that opened
the door for a better opportu

nity. Some people have their
whole lives mapped out by
the time they are 10 and oth
ers, such as myself and per
haps you as well, wouldn't
know opportunity if it

athlete. Melvin brings to the
team a personality and work

smacked us in the face.

ethic that all the players

than smacking us till we're

respect.

black and blue, God is there

"Travis is quiet out
on the court, but he plays

taking care of all the details

h a r d , " Ve r n o n c o m m e n t e d .

exist. Sometimes what seems

"He gets along well with the
team and they all enjoy hav
ing him around. I get on him

to be the worst timing for us
is always God's peifecl lim

Lucky for us, rather

that we don't even know

ing.
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Sultan of snow receives sponsorship
Marisa Merritt
Staff Writer

Ever stop to think that
the guy sitting next to you in
The Bone just might be a semiprofessional athlete? You never

Millington taught himself how

local

to snowboard. When his friends

McCall.

switched from skiing, he taught

These sponsors pro
vide him with free equipment
and cover his entry fees, day
pass costs, and traveling
expenses. In exchange, he pro
vides representation for the

them, too. At one point, he'd
board 60+ days of the October
through June season.

Entering local compe

snowboard

shop

m

k n o w.

titions a few years later, he

Few people at Fox may
realize that Brian Millington, a

quickly rose to top-three per
formances in his age group,
sometimes even placing in the

company, wearing their equip

overall top three.

Millington has been to
multiple trade shows in Las

Sophomore pre-law major from
McCall, Idaho, fits this descrip
tion. Self-professed to come

ment on the mountains as much

as possible.

from a family of "ski bums," he

Competitions vary in
nature: he competes in half-

first got started on the slopes of

pipe, slope-style, border cross,

Bachelor and Colorado. He was

Brungage Mountain on skis at

and timed races. Scores are

even able to help design the

the age of only three years old.

based on one's tricks, style and
transition from jump to jump.

series, taking a year off after

"Our family moved to
Idaho because my dad said the

Naturally, scouts rec

powder was good," he said with

ognize talent, and it was only a

a smile.

matter

high school to snowboard for

ACL, a crucial knee ligament.

an injury has forced him to take

the Denver-based company.

"1 thought the binding broke, it

time off. He once broke his arm

He attended Central

made such a loud noise."

and two weeks later went out

boarding again anyway. You

new: snowboarding. It became

He has ridden for a

Oregon Community College as
a freshman because of a good
ski resort nearby. An injury,
however, changed his priorities.
While boarding at Mt.
Bachelor last May, he "landed
in the flats" — boarding lingo
for missing the incline — and

He is now recuperating
from December knee surgery

ter, he decided to try something

Millington was approached for
sponsorship by snowboard
shops.

completely severed his left

T h i s i s n ' t t h e fi r s t t i m e

sport, and with little left to mas

time

' 9 8 - ' 9 9 Vo l a n t s n o w b o a r d

before

After nine years in the

of

Vegas and demo shows at Mt.

clear that he was hooked when

number of companies, includ

he swiped his sister's skis, sell

ing Hobie, Volant, Spy, Concept

ing them and his own for a new

Clothing, Exo Boots, and

board.

Millhouse Bindings. Cun-ently
he represents Alpine Sciences, a

For the most part.

and hopes to be snowboarding

guessed it: he ended up break

thing I've ever not done in my

ing the other arm as well!
Many of us would like
ly wonder why he didn't use
more caution. Then again,
maybe the nerve to pull off

life!"

stunts like that one is the reason

again by July. Restlessness is

setting in from being unable to
b o a r d : " I t ' s t h e m o s t d i f fi c u l t

he's so good at what he does.

Th'roughninovavite

partnerships with Azusa

Pacific University, Wheaton

College and Lee University,
teachers serving with the English
Language Institute/China can

earn a prestigious master's degree

—TUITION-FREE — during a
two-year teaching assignment at

for t vv o years

'ASIA

a university in Asia! Applicants

must first be accepted by ELIC.

www.elic.org
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